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       ABSTRACT 

Education system has two component i.e. teaching and learning. Learning is connected with library 

domain. Since many decades, ICT has been affected to educational area including library. With the help of 

using the Information and Communication based Technological tools and techniques in the library 

services, it will be realize the positive impact by reducing the economic burden with many ways. Hence, 

author has attempted to know the various economical beneficial factors in this domain by setting the 

objectives such as to highlight on various traditional as well as online based services and resources by using 

the ICT. Through this study it is found that there are various benefits with different angles including 

financial factor. Therefore, it is need of the hour to make available and adopt ICT based tools and 

technology for fulfillment of academic needs with effective manner. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Today, it is observed that everywhere have been reached the Information and communication Technology. There 

is two sides to any coin likewise ICT have two sides such as merits as well as demerits. But as compared to cost 

benefits view, it is found that there are more benefits rather than demerits and hence every sector of human being 

is connecting with this area taking benefits a lot from it. Library is considered as a soul of any academic 

institutions and it provides a lot of services to their patrons. At present, there is increased the cost and values of 
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books, journals and other reading resources. Due to the inadequate budget, no one library could not fulfillment 

entire expectations of reader community and hence in this regard to overcome on financial problem, Information 

and Communication Technology will help effectively for fulfillment of academic needs user community. Quick 

and 24*7*365 based service is possible only in the digital culture if library is established on fully digitally form. 

In this way, author wants to discuss with various views of library services and facilities in keeping view of 

economically cost benefit.  

OBJECTIVES OF STUDY 

Researcher has set some objectives for critically study as per following.    

1. To highlight on various traditional based and online based services by using the Information and 

Communication Technology. 

2. To express the importance and value of ICT based library services in terms of cost benefit approach. 

3. To through light on emerging technological tools and techniques for getting economical benefits with 

various ways. 

MEANING AND DEFINITION OF ICT 

Since many decades, ICT has been embedded in the human culture for making their work with easy manner and 

many authors has been described the terms in various ways. Generally, the ICT is nothing but the combination of 

Information and technology and it usage for providing the information and services to their customer and 

stakeholders with the help of technological tools and techniques. In the history of technological development, 

there has been drastic changes and updated at present level. Web 1.0 is a basic level growth and development of 

technology domain and now it reached at web 4.0 based technology and moving forward towards the web 5.0. 

Now a day, educational area is impacted by this environment and most of the services are being provided by these 

platforms. Library is component of education system and it is being used various tools and techniques since many 

decades. Corona pandemic situation has taught us the importance of ICT based technology and since it is 

flourished at ground and basic level.  

According to UNESCO “ICT is a scientific, technological and engineering discipline and management 

technique used in handling information, its application and association with social, economic and cultural 

matters”   

ECONOMICALLY BENEFITS OF ICTS IN LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE DOMAIN 

There are many benefits in this domain if it is utilized properly and time frame manner. Learners from any 

domain can get lot of profit as compared to traditional based library resources. Some important points have 

described as per below which will be helpful in financial area to overcome the economic problem.  

1. Importance in learning resources purchasing: 

Learning resources are the main component of any type of library. Without resources cannot be 

considered the image of learning center. Since long ago, library administration has been done this work by 

purchasing the hard copy of learning resources and it has some limitations as well as merits of using it. But today, 

the scenario has been influenced by Information and Communication Technology and if it is applied as per the 
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need of techno savvy readers then it is easy possible to reduce the useless expenditure by purchasing the resources 

in electronic form. There are some demerits found in various study of such type of e-resources but by neglecting 

such minor demerits, these type of resources can helpful with various aspects and assist to overcome financial 

problem. A single copy of any resources in digital form can be utilized by enormous global community and there 

is no restriction about accessing it. It will be available 24*7*365 mode and learners can get lot of benefits and use 

as and when they required. In view of financial benefits, digital resources are more beneficial rather than 

traditional based hard form resources. Delivery charges, pasting of book labels and barcode cards can be possible 

to remove in this virtual culture.  

2. Subscription of journal and magazines etc. 

Journals and magazines are such type of learning resources by using it one can improve their current 

knowledge in their respective branch. Now, the cost of these resources has been increased and it is not possible to 

scholarly journals subscription to any type of institutions. And hence, in this regards also digital material will be 

helpful in reducing the burden of financial. If it is subscribed in the library, it will give us lot of financial benefits.  

 

3. Application of Social media platform. 

Now a day, social media is playing important role in different type of field and its symptoms are realizing 

in the domain of education at various teaching and learning level. Many study shows that maximum libraries have 

moving towards the digital platform for providing library services and in this regards if Social Media based 

platform is used then it will help in reducing the expenditure on some portion of man power community and it 

will also support to financial benefit counterpart. But, there is need to sufficient trained, skillful and technological 

based manpower for giving library services to virtual reader community. Still in Indian scenario, fully culture is 

not realizing in maximum ration and giving importance to offline based platform. In future, such type of reading 

environment will be realized at everywhere because India is moving towards the Digital India, Startup India 

movement and so on.  

 

4. Implementation of Automation and digital technology.  

Application of digital and automation technology in the library will give many benefits to education 

systems including the reducing of financial crisis. Today, everyone is moving forward with clockwise direction 

and nobody want to expenditure the valuable time at any level and everyone is going to attempt to save the time. 

This uncovered valuable time can be possible to save due to the proper application of such technology in this 

domain. 

5. Various OER based resources use.  

OER stands for Open Educational based Resources. Since many decades, this movement is stared and now 

it has been flourished. There is no need to spend a single rupee for accessing and using with academic purpsose. 

Digital library of India, J-STOR, E-Pgpathashala, E-Bhalbharati and so many platforms are available around us 

on Internet with free of cost. If such resources are utilized by the learner community then surely it will benefit by 

reducing the amount of purchasing books and other learning resources. At present, Shivaji University, Kolhapur 
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has made available syllabus oriented U-Tube videos which are created by renowned expert with their respective 

discipline. If such data is made available by library to their user community then definitely learners and education 

system will get more benefits including economically approach.  

6. Helpful in reducing the manpower resources 

There is no doubt, ICT will helpful for reducing the manpower due to the capacity of computer technology. To 

overcome the problem of economically of any organization, Information and Communication based Technology will assist 

and now this culture is growing in more quantity.    

7. Fulfillment of academic need in real time.  

Apart from financial approach, there are lot of benefits of applying the technological tools and techniques 

in the respective field including library and information domain. Technology will assist in providing the services 

in real time basis. E-mail, Whatsapp, Telegram, Zoom, Google Meet and so many platforms are available with 

free of cost. Today, maximum organizations are applying such type of technological tools for saving the time and 

money. In this way, ICT is becoming boon to overcome the various level problems including the financial 

approach.  

CONCLUSION 

At present we found that every field is attached with ICT domain due to its benefits in much number. Since many 

decades, it has entered in the field of education. Web 4.0 and 5.0 based technology is growing and soon will 

realize us in future Artificial based technology in every step. By applying such technology, the vision and mission 

of respective organization is possible to visualize. Therefore, Government of India, UGC, NAAC are emphasizing 

on it. Although, there are some demerits of these applications but as compared to profit and by analyzing with 

view of cost benefits, ICT is becoming boon to overcome at all level including economical view. This culture will 

assist to increase the growth and development of India. Economic development is very important to India for 

overcoming the burning problems such as poverty, lack of food, health issue and so on. Services in the field of 

library and information domain will also support in this approach by applying the ICT based platform.  
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